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Classifieds ..........................12PRETTY IN PLASTIC Valentine’s Day celebrates love. North American culture has 
long associated love with beauty. And no standard of beauty has been more hotly 
debated than the Barbie doll aesthetic. Conceived in 1959 by Ruth Handler, Barbie 
has gone from a toy of adult appearance in a market of infant facsimiles to a multi-
national, continually branching industry with a cult following.

What is fascinating about this doll with recognizably human yet physically 
impossible proportions is its shift between mass and high culture. In 1986, Andy 
Warhol's silk-screen work incorporated Barbie because, like Campbell’s soup and 
Coke, he saw her as identical whether she was enjoyed by rich or poor. Mel Odom, 
the New York artist who worked for Penguin Books and Playboy, transitioned from 
drawing Barbie for commerical illustration and gallery shows to creating his own 
line of high-end Gene Marshall dolls. Following in these artistic footsteps, Ernesto 
Padro Campos has blurred aesthetic boundaries photographically. His idealized 
doll images on dolldom.blogspot.ca feature meticulously crafted figures dressed 
in couture, professionally posed and photographed. Valentine's Day often sets the 
bar high for expectations of glamour and romance. Campos's images, frozen in 
fabricated perfection, never disappoint.

Sources
Images from Dolldom: Life de Luxe in a Smaller Scale  http://dolldom.blogspot.ca
Dreamer: Drawings by Mel Odom (1984)
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PHOTOS de lux

Pictured above: A Bolex Paillard H16 Reflex 
camera, with a Switar lens; 1:1.9 f=75mm, 
1:1.4 f=25mm, and 1:1.6 f=10mm, 1950s.

See Hollwood Story page 6.

       Time for Pink Bubbles and Maraschino Mix by Ernesto Padro Campos.

mailto:info%40phsc.ca?subject=
http://www.phsc.ca
http://www.facebook.com/PHSCPhotographicHistoricalSocietyofCanada?fref=ts
http://dolldom.blogspot.ca
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Join us on February 15 at our Gold Room location (basement of North York Public Library) for Alison Skyrme's 
presentation on Kodak Canada's history. No other company is as synonymous with the rise of consumer photography as 
Kodak and no other company’s fortunes were as profoundly affected by the advent of digital technology. Ryerson University 
Library is the home of the Kodak Canada Corporate Archives and Heritage Collection, comprising corporate records, 
advertising and a camera collection. Skyrme, Special Collections Librarian at Ryerson University Library and Archives, and 
instructor in Ryerson’s Masters Program in Film and Photo Preservation and Collections Management, will take the audience 
through key aspects of Kodak’s saga and its significance for Canada. Audience members are encouraged to bring portable, 
non-hazardous Kodak artefacts for identification and discussion.

Love that Kodak: The History of Kodak Canada
PHSC presents
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SILVER Film REVIVAL
Do Sexy Black and White now or Wait for Sensuous Colour

Ilford produced a wide variety of film 
types before photography went digital. It 
has since downsized to become a boutique 
supplier of high-quality monochrome (black 
and white) photographic products for the 
still photographer. Its 35mm film, in a range 
of ISOs, yields crisply contrasting blacks, 
whites and greys which evoke the moody 
images of the 1950s and 60s. This film 
works equally in the home darkroom or with 
professional processing. Ilford products 
can be purchased at camera stores and 
online. Loaded into a second-use 35mm 
film camera from a PHSC auction or fair, 
Ilford becomes one of the economical ways 
of experiencing a classic style of black and 
white film photography. 

Eastman Kodak Company has 
announced that it will be bringing back one 
of its most successful colour film stocks, 
Kodak Ektachrome, by the end of 2017. This 
135 slide format (transparency) film was 
the choice for still photographers’ portfolios 
before digital. Its fine grain, rich colour and 
remarkable contrast was exceptional in 
terms of bringing out intensity in landscape, 
interiors, fabrics and food. Ektachrome was 
also known for giving a warm cast to skin 
tones. This film can be home developed if 
you have the equipment and  experience, 
but hopefully Kodak will offer professional 
processing. With careful exposure, this film 
will be effective with 35mm second-use 
film cameras.

Ilford HP5+, 400 ISO, is a fast panchromatic film for available light.

Photograph by Erwin Blumenfeld, who worked in Ektachrome in the 1950s.
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Film + camera
Getting Started with Shooting Film

While digital photography allows maximum control of 
the finished image, film photography is full of incredibly 
beneficial accidents that turn out miles ahead of what 
you first intended. Camera manufacturers everywhere 
have undergone a total conversion to digital equipment 
production but there is a thriving secondary market for  
35mm film cameras in the approximate range of 25 to 50 
dollars. The PHSC auction draws this kind of photographic 
equipment on consignment from across Ontario and 
beyond, while the PHSC spring and fall fairs bring vintage, 
used and collectible cameras from independent vendors 
under one roof. While there is an ever-changing selection 
of 35mm cameras at our events, there are a few words of 
advice for first-time shoppers.

What to look for in a 35mm SLR film camera

A mechanical model that needs no batteries is the 
preferred choice for some, because mechanical cameras, 
even if they’re unused for a while, can be repaired. How to 
check if the model you’re holding is battery operated? Look 
for a place to insert a battery. No battery equals a mechanical 
camera. At the same time, there are some cameras that 
have batteries only to operate a light meter. That means 
they are basically mechanical. How can you tell? Look for 
a small cover labelled open-close (usually on the bottom 
of the camera) and turn it to open, then remove it and the 
the battery. If the aperture and shutter continue to operate, 
you may have a mechanical camera with a battery-operated 
light meter. If nothing operates, you have a battery-operated 
camera. There are also film SLRs that will function without 
the battery, but only at one shutter speed, so to be sure 
check your prospective "mechanical" camera to see if 500 
sounds faster than 4, i.e. that all speeds are available without 
a battery.

Some photographers prefer battery-operated, light 
meter-equipped cameras, as these are generally newer 
and eliminate the need for a separate light meter. A newer, 
all-electronic film SLR will be very similar in operation to a 
modern DSLR.  Note that batteries are generally not available 
for older cameras (pre 1970s) that use mercury cells. Ask 
your friendly vendor if unsure.

Take off the lens. Does it have deep scratches, grease 
or anything else on it? Avoid it. Press, slide or manipulate the 
stop-down lever or button at the back of the lens, and while 
looking through the lens rotate the aperture ring to confirm 
that the aperture changes size. It should transition smoothly. 
Turn the focus and aperture rings on the lens and the dial for 
shutter speed. Do they operate smoothly?

Does the body have any white build-up or mould on it? It 
may have more of the same inside. Open up the back of the 
camera where the film is loaded and take a look. If there is a 
foam lining, is the foam in good condition or is it hardened, 
gummy or missing pieces? Does it look clean inside? Clean 
is what you want. With the lens on the camera and the back 
still open, try out different shutter speeds, cock the shutter 
and depress the shutter button. You should be able to see 
the shutter curtain on an SLR moving quickly and/or slowly, 
and with complete movements, depending on the speed 
you’ve chosen.

The first time you run a roll of film through the camera, 
it will be to check for light leaks or other defects. Therefore, 
make sure the first roll is not the crucial roll for your project.  
PHSC events make every effort to feature interesting and 
useful equipment for sale but shoppers should exercise 
judgment in purchasing items they are unfamiliar with. 
Remember, prices are always negotiable and if you're buying 
to experiment, keep exploratory expenditures low.

A good, but somewhat opinionated, site for film newbies: http://istillshootfilm.org/beginners-guide-film-photography

http://istillshootfilm.org/beginners-guide-film-photography
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HoLLYWood STORY
A Bolex Rescues Iconic Marilyn Moments

It was called “the shot seen around the world.” In 
1954, director Billy Wilder took a young Marilyn Monroe 
to the Upper East Side of Manhattan to shoot some 
footage for “The Seven Year Itch.” The legendary scene 
had Marilyn’s pleated white skirt billow above her hips 
as she stood over a subway grate on a summer’s 
evening. Film crew and star drew a curious crowd. 
Monroe wasn’t aware that her then husband, ballplayer 
Joe DiMaggio, was one of the onlookers.

That night, DiMaggio fought with Monroe, causing 
a bruised Marilyn to sue for divorce. Wilder re-shot the 
scene on a Hollywood set and, mysteriously, the New 
York film disappeared. Rumours about the footage 
multiplied, with some speculating that Marilyn hadn’t 
been wearing underwear for the New York shoot. 
Without the film as evidence, no one could know for 
sure.

But an avid home movie maker managed to 
preserve those thought to be lost moments. Furrier 
Jules Schulback had heard that Monroe would be in 
Manhattan and rushed to record it with his hand-wound 
16 millimeter Bolex camera. Manoeuvring into position 
just behind the director, he captured some of Marilyn’s 
off-guard moments as well as her scene over the grate 
with Tom Ewell. In the process, Schulback managed to 
document the two sets of underwear Monroe had worn 
for modesty. Schulback stored the film with a growing 
pile of home movies in a spare room of his apartment. 
Over the years, he would entertain his family with stories 
of that night but never dug out the proof. It was only 
when granddaughter Bonnie Siegler and husband Jeff 
Schur helped the 92 year old Schulback move that the 
precious piece of Kodachrome was found.

New York Times reporter Helene Stapinski has 
broken the story, recovering a valuable part of Marilyn 
iconography. At present, Seigler seems to have no plans 
to donate the 3 minute and 17 second film, or to give 
it wide public exposure, apart from a screening at a 
neighbourly film festival. But the extraordinary footage 
underlines the advantage Schulback had by being in 
the right place at the right time with a portable spring-
wound camera. This same mechanical viability makes 
the vintage Bolex not only a worthwhile collectible today 
but a practical choice for students and contemporary 
avant-garde filmmakers.

Sources
"The Lost Footage of Marilyn Monroe" in The New York Times 

(January 13, 2017) by Helene Stapinski
Marilyn stills from Jules Schulback's "home" movie, 1954.
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EqUIPmENT REVIEW BY DAVID BRIDGE

The Classic Macro Lens: Okeh-Bokeh 

Just as January seemed to go on forever, and the PHSC 
Labs staff were wondering whether outdoor photographic 
activities would ever be possible, a warm blast from the past 
arrived on our doorstep: the well-reviewed and vernerated 
classic 90mm macro lens from Tamron's SP series. Happy 
to get our hands on this manual-focus, film-era gem, 
we ran a series of tests, carefully duplicating image size 
on our sensors in a comparison with a fancy Nikkor AF-
alphabetsoup lens of the sort you'd carry on your FF camera.

The Tamron was one of a series of lenses released 
using their Adaptall-II system. We used the Nikon adapter, 
but happy owners of this lens can obtain adapters for 
Canon, Pentax and other cameras, often available for a 
song at our PHSC fairs and auctions. Our sample arrived 
with the dedicated screw-on lens hood, a classy addition 
to a lens sporting silky-smooth, nuanced manual focusing. 
Needless to say, attempting to manually focus the Nikkor 
AF zoom was like trying to guide a 1972 Crown Vic with 
loose ball joints down a narrow icy road at 120k. Our 
testers were immediately enamoured of the 
Tamron.

The in-focus comparisons led 
us to believe that the Tamron looked 
sharper (we chose to compare f5.6), 
but this could have been due to the 
Nikkor's floppy manual focus. Being 
photographically sophisticated, we 
knew that we would have to address 
the raging issue of bokeh, or how the out-
of focus parts of the image looked. On this 
point, our vote was for the Tamron, whose 
rendition of the nether-regions of our image did seem 
creamier and less distracting. Also, the unphotoshopped 

The venerated classic Tamron SP 90mm lens. The Nikon fancypants alphabetsoup FF zoom lens.

Totally not our fault and stuff like this is out in left field 
but, heck, we didn't know that modern zoom lens focal 
length specifications are not correct at close focus.  Thinking 
we could easily set our 24-120mm Nikkor to duplicate the 
Tamron's 90mm, we were in for a shock: the Nikkor didn't 
come anywhere near the 90mm. A quick look at various web 
articles revealed that the advertised 120mm on the Nikkor 
is available only at far-focus, and that this is common with 
zoom lenses.

As they say, who knew?

Our vote, after comparing the two lenses, was for the 
Tamron SP Tele Macro BBAR MC 1:2.5 90mm.

jpegs (see above) did reveal a slightly warmer colour balance 
from the Tamron, which may please some and horrify others! 
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“Gordon Parks’s Long-Forgotten Color Photographs of Everyday Segregation,” by  
Chris Cobbs
http://hyperallergic.com/…/gordon-parkss-long-forgotten-color
“When Life magazine sent Gordon Parks to document the daily lives of three black 
families living in Alabama, it was 1956, during the Montgomery bus boycott... While 
there, he witnessed, among other things, the emergence of a young leader named 
Martin Luther King Jr., then known as the president of the Montgomery Improvement 
Association... Parks followed various people around, going to the store, to the mall, to 
playgrounds, and to school; he hung out at their ramshackle homes, most of which 
looked like they were straight out of the 19th century, which they probably were, and 
took pictures everywhere he went.
In the end, Life published just 26 of those photographs — all shot on color slide film — 
and then the rest were put away in a small box and forgotten. Since that time, nobody 
has seen them — not until they were rediscovered in 2012 by archivists at the Gordon 
Parks Foundation.”

WEB linKs COMPILED BY LOUISE FREYBURGER

“The Faded Grittiness of Toronto streets in the 1970s,” by 
Derek Flack, BlogTO
http://www.blogto.com/city/2016/12/faded-grittiness-toron-
to-streets-1970s/
“Ever noticed that photographs of Toronto from the 1970s 
http://www.blogto.com//03/a_1970s_toronto_photo_extrava-
ganza/ tend to have a brown hue? Part of this has to do with 
faded film negatives, but it’s more than that. Thanks to the 
greater supply of old warehouse buildings and years upon 
years of burning coal http://www.blogto.com/…/a_look_back_

at_when_toronto_was_ki…/ as fuel, the city really was more 
brown back then. Throw in the curious preponderance of 
beige cars, and you have a distinct aesthetic that seems as 
distant as it is captivating...
I don’t think you’d call the Toronto of the 1970s a particularly 
beautiful place. Our historic buildings really do look much 
nicer now that they’ve been cleaned up. Nevertheless, there 
is something almost painterly about these photos, a quality 
that captures a city on the brink of massive change but still 
tethered to its weathered past. The effect is fascinating."

“Special Workshop Opportunity:” “Identification and Care of Photographic Materials: From 
Daguerreotypes to Inkjet Prints: Two-day, in-person workshop"  http://bit.ly/PresTr17
An in-depth introduction to the preservation of photographic materials, presented by NEDCC, 
hosted by the Addison Gallery of American Art, Andover, MA. Join us!”  Early bird deadline is Feb 20. 
“Founded in 1973, the Northeast Document Conservation Center is the first independent 
conservation laboratory in the United States to specialize exclusively in the conservation and 
preservation of paper- and film-based collections." Preservation treatment for books, maps, 
photographs, documents, parchment, papyrus, manuscripts, architectural plans, and works of art 
on paper."

“Victorian-women-on-
porch."

Gordon Parks, “Ondria Tanner and 
Her Grandmother Window-shopping, 
Mobile, Alabama,” (1956), Archival Pig-
ment Print, 30 × 30 inches (© Gordon 
Parks Foundation, courtesy of the 
Foundation and Salon 94).

http://hyperallergic.com/267329/gordon-parkss-long-forgotten-color-photographs-of-everyday-segregation/
http://www.blogto.com/city/2016/12/faded-grittiness-toronto-streets-1970s/
http://www.blogto.com/city/2016/12/faded-grittiness-toronto-streets-1970s/
http://www.blogto.com/city/2014/03/a_1970s_toronto_photo_extravaganza/
http://www.blogto.com/city/2014/03/a_1970s_toronto_photo_extravaganza/
http://www.blogto.com/city/2011/10/a_look_back_at_when_toronto_was_kind_of_filthy/
http://www.blogto.com/city/2011/10/a_look_back_at_when_toronto_was_kind_of_filthy/
http://bit.ly/PresTr17
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We took up the challenge of finding photographic expressions of Valentine's Day. How do we love you? Let us count the 
ways. (Items not exactly to scale.)

valentine FINDS

Do you have a treasured image, camera or photographic item that you want to tell us about? Send a photograph with a brief 
explanation to info@phsc.ca.

An early 20th century valentine 
promoting the romantic cottage and 
a photographic theme of innocent 

love. Collection of John Linsky.

Late 1800s stereoview of a "Penny for a Kiss." Collection of Robert G. Wilson.

The performance-oriented band 
MUTAYTOR got Kevin Rolly to 

produce this 2007 neo-Victorian shot 
on Polariod 55 using a 4x5 Calumet 

bellows camera.

It took 82 years for Boris Karloff 
to take his rightful place on a 
valentine. Based on Universal 

Studios promotion of The Bride of 
Frankenstein (1935).

mailto:info@phsc.ca
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YoUR PHoTo IS IN THE mAIL 
october 19, 2016 
Mike Smith speaks on Reuben Sallow, Goderich postcard 
photographer. Lecture features the camera and projector 
technology of the postcard.
 
mY ToRoNTo 
November 16, 2016
The City of Toronto’s official Photo Laureate, Geoffrey 
James, discusses the issue of representing the character of 
this unique city.
 
SHoW & TELL: SmALL IS BEAUTIFUL
december 21, 2016
Members and non-members take to the podium to show and 
explain their small, often curious, photographic finds.
 
mIRACLE REPAIR TIPS
January 18, 2017
Russ Forfar talks about repairing vintage cameras while 
Lincoln Ross reveals the secrets of preserving old photos.

LoVE THAT KodAK: HISToRY oF KodAK 
CANAdA
February 15, 2017
Ryerson University Library and Archives Curatorial Specialist 
Allison Skyrme will speak on Kodak’s legacy. Bring your 
favourite Canadian Kodak item in for an identification.

PUBLISH & BE dIGITIZEd: THE CHANGING 
PHoTo mAGAZINE
march 15, 2017
Editor of the Canadian Photo News, Norm Rosen, and 
the Editor of PhotoEd magazine, Felix Russo, will discuss 
photographic publishing in past and current media 
environments. Bring your early Canadian photo periodicals. 

SHooTING UNdER PRESSURE
April 19, 2017
Press photographer Boris Spremo and friends discuss 
equipment, assignments and issues. 

EdWIN HAYNES: REdISCoVEREd ToRoNTo 
PHoToGRAPHER
may 17, 2017
Lizz Hodgson will present on the rediscovery of the Edwardian 
images of Toronto photographer Edwin Haynes. 

THE FAmILY CAmERA EXHIBIT AT THE Rom
date To Be Announced
Senior Curator Dr. Deepali Dewan conducts a tour of one of 
CONTACT's primary exhibitions.

150 YEARS oF PHoToGRAPHY IN CANAdA
June  21, 2017
 A Show & Tell to celebrate Canada’s 150th Birthday.

Talks are free and open to the public on the third Wednesday of every month, from September to 
June, in the Gold Room of the Memorial Hall in the basement of the North York Central Library, 5120 
Yonge St, North York, Ontario. Talks start at 7:30 pm unless otherwise specified.

PHSC talKs

PHSC events
consignment auction !

ALL SELLERS ANd BUYERS WELComE !
Sunday, march 19, 2017

RoYAL CANAdIAN LEGIoN #101
3850 Lake Shore Blvd. West, Toronto

Items accepted 8:30 to 10:30am
Auction starts at 11:00am
Free admission & parking

Clint Hryhorijiw - Chairman
Details at www.phsc.ca

spring Fair
Sunday, may 28, 2017

TRIdENT HALL
145 Evans Avenue, Toronto

(south of the Gardiner, east of Islington Avenue)
10:00am to 3:00pm

Admission $7 / Students free / Free parking
Clint Hryhorijiw - Chairman

Details at www.phsc.ca

http://www.phsc.ca
www.phsc.ca
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Our sob sister sovereign 
answers your questions on 
life, love and photography.
dear Vicky,
How will I know when I’ve found the perfect mate?
               -oPEN-EYEd about the URGE to Co-HABIT
Dear Ouch,

When an issue like this comes up, I know a lot of people 
consult the Book of Alternative Facts, which may indeed 
explain the divorce rate. But I like to rely on my queenly 
instincts, honed since childhood.

I’ve had two relationships. I chose Albert (as a monarch 
I was in a unique position as a nineteenth century woman to 
pick a spouse) not only because I thought he was so insanely 
gorgeous but because he was brainy. I thought he was a gold-
plated Apollo who was going to peel my grapes and whisper 
Germanic nothings in my ear. But he was a stickler, always 
working, and when we’d argue, he’d give me a look of “you 
can only try to aspire to my level” which drove me absolutely 
nuts. Plus, in a way he was delicate, picky about what he ate 
and often ill. I loved him dearly in spite of all of this so when 
he died, I felt he had been taken from me too soon.

And then there was John Brown. This rough-and-ready 
man was my servant, and in a strange way, my equal. He 
was disdainful of royalty but protective towards me, which 
means nice to me and rude to everyone else. But he allowed 
me to be myself and I must admit we’d get together with a 
bottle of single-malt between us and the hours just flew by. 
Unfortunately, his constant companionship concerned the 
public and caused my reign to suffer negative press.

Do you ever know when you’ve found "the one"? Well, 
sometimes. Albert and John were each interesting men for 
different reasons. Which did I prefer? You could read about it 
my journal, except that Princess Beatrice removed anything 
from it that would “affect any of the family painfully” after my 
death. Sorry. History, as is often proved, is not safe from the 
hands of the living.

Sources
Images from the "Royal Collection Trust / © HerMajesty Queen 

Elizabeth II 2016" www.royalcollection.org.uk.
Unsuitable for Publication: Editing Queen Victoria (2013) by Yvonne 

M. Ward
Victoria: A Life (2014) by A.N. Wilson

asK VICKY

John Brown by unknown photographer, CDV, 1866.

Prince Albert by John Jabez Mayall, CDV, 1860.
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mcCoRd mUSEUm
Notman, A Visionary Photographer

Until march 26, 2017
690 Sherbrooke Street West
Montreal, (Quebec) H3A 1E9

CAmERA Id WANTEd
Can anyone identify this model?

Marketed by Sears, made in Germany 
by Iloca. No identifying marks other 
than serial number 030027. Right
hand single lever rapid wind on, coupled 
rangefinder, behind the lens Syncro
Compur 1-500th + B. Interchangeable 
lenses. Lens is a Steinheil Munchen
Cassarit 1:2.8 50mm. No match in 
McKeown's (2002) or on internet 
among Iloca or Sears models. Any help 
appreciated. Contact Stan White at 
stanon@sympatico.ca 

GRAFLEX JoURNAL
Ongoing call for articles, contact Ken 
Metcalf. Journal available for download 
at http://graflex.org/journal. 

STEPHEN BULGER GALLERY
Geoffrey James:
Canadian Photographs

February 26 - march 25, 2017
1026 Queen Street West, Toronto
M6J 1H1
The extraordinary work of Canada's 
respected cultural photographer and 
Toronto's celebrated photo laureate.

ARTICLE SEARCH
We are always looking for stories and 
images for our Journal or Newsletter. 
Any photography supplied should 
be legally publishable, and written 
material should be original with a tie-
in to photographic history. Canadian 
connections a plus but not essential.
Contact us at info@phsc.ca

THE CLASSIFIEdS

NoT A mEmBER oF THE 
PHSC? Join Canada’s best 
photo-historical society! A great 
venue for lectures, auctions, fairs, 
and publications. Only $35.00 for 
a one-year membership. Paypal 
accepted. Join at www.phsc.ca

CAmERAmA
Sunday, march 26, 2017
9:30am to 2:30pm
Free parking and lots of vendors ready 
to buy, sell and trade. Edward Village 
Hotel (formerly Days Inn), 185 Yorkland 
Blvd, Toronto, Ontario. Admission $7.
Contact Gary Perry at 905-550-7477 
Facebook.com/TorontoCameraShows

Residency Exhibitions

Camera Shows

You can save 20% off your admission 
to the Royal Ontario Museum if you 
buy your tickets online. Go to http://
www.rom.on.ca and use promo code 
PHSC for your discount!

Wanted
FILm FoR ARTISTS 
- SITE + CYCLE
Call for Participants and Scholarship 
Applicants for 16mm and Super 8mm 
Filmmaking Residency

Program dates: 19 - 26 June 2017
Application deadline: April 1st, 2017
Price: $750 + HST
A week-long hands-on filmmaking 
workshop for absolute beginners and 
small-gauge film enthusiasts on the 
beautiful Toronto Islands at Artscape 
Gibraltar Point. The residency hosts 
screenings, talks and tours to foster 
interest in the Toronto Islands as a 
creative site. Bedroom and shared 
studio space provided. Some Super 8 
and Bolex cameras provided although 
participants are encouraged to bring 
their own.
Contact us at
www.filmforartists.com

mailto:stanon@sympatico.ca
http://www.graflex.org/journal
mailto:info@phsc.ca
mailto:info@phsc.ca
http://www.facebook.com/TorontoCameraShows
http://www.filmforartists.com

